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A great religious revival is sweeping the nation. Of that, there
can be no doubt. The Gospel is flourishing as never before. Ten
years ago, an evangelist whose annual take was a million
dollars was considered by his fellows t o have reached the big
time. Today, his sale of the Glad Tidings must reach ten million
dollars before he is accounted a Gig operator. And even men at
that level are becoming pikers. A few weeks ago, a professional
joumal for Protestant clergymen reported that "at least a
half-dozen" holy men, Falwell, Armstrong, Roberts, et al., are
each pulling in more than fifty million dollars a year. Jesus
pays.
One of America's most widely and eagerly read periodicals,
Penthouse, publishes in its March issue an article by a young
woman who was 9 devotee of the Korean Messiah, Moon, until
her wealthy father kidnapped her and had her restored t o
sanity, not without great difficulty. She reports that her faith
enabled her t o regress t o the mentality of an eight-year-old,
with a correspondng increase in her piety. Housed with a
hundred of her kind in crowded filth, systematically prevented
from ever sleeping more than four hours, sparingly fed food
that contained virtually n o protein, she, a t the age of eighteen,
was sent into the streets for eighteen hours each day to raise
money for the Lord by begging or in other ways. She netted
God $90,000 a year, tax-free. Thousands like her are still at it. I
leave t o theolcgians the question whether the wily Korean is a
reincarnation of Jesus. I merely point out the incidence of
pathological religiosity and the efficiency of modem education.
The phenomenon is by no means limited t o the United
States. In Europe, for example, the Ananda hIarga cult, with its
headquarters in Sweden, is "fighting for the unity of mankind"
with some success since several of its members won considerable
publicity in 1978. One girl, reportedly the daughter of the
wealthiest woman in A4ustralia,followed the age-old custonl of
Buddhist and Hindu ascetics who want t o make a big splash. On
the lawn outside the Palace of the "United Nations" in Geneva,
she, before the cameras of newsmen, doused herself with
gasoline and incinerated herself t o prove that she disapproved of
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"war" and "injustice" to t,he "underprivlleged." In Germany, a
fifty-four-year-old principal of a high school got a jug of
gasoline and went out in a blaze of glory on the steps of his
school: he was protesting "anti-soc~al" trends. .A male school
teacher in another school promptly imitated him to reprehend
the wickedness of atoms that produce nuclear reactions. Since
such bonfires make a mess on public property, the police in
Europe now prevent them, as is not difficult. since satisfactory
ielf-immolat~o~l
seems to require the presence of cameramen to
photog~aphthe event, presumably for the gratification of the
immortal spirit after it has been released from the trammels of
the flesh.
In Australia, adepts of the technique of auto-hypnosis called
Transcendental Meditation are paying as much as $10,000 each
to be taught the secret of levitation, so that they can fly
through the air with the geatest of ease. They d o learn t o leap
like frogs and scream with joy as they bounce up from
spring-loaded mats-until their patience or their money gives
out. Their instructor avers that he soars with the birds twice a
day fcr fun, but says it would be sinful pride for him t o exhibit
h i m d f to the vulgar while doing so. He continues t o attract a
stream of young and old hopefuls, eager t o develop their
"psychic powers" and become do-it-yourself aeronauts.
In Holland, Wilhelm H.C. Tenhaeff became Professor of
Parapsychology in the University of Utrecht, and has been
much touted as proof that Extra-Sensory Perception is now a
Science, recognized by great universities. He is especially noted
for his "complete scientific proof" of the powers of a
wonderful "psychic detective." He has just been exposed in the
Skeptical Inquirer as an ordinary, or garden-variety, of liar.
This, of course, will not abate the yen for spiritual marvels,
which seems insatiable. The only significant thing is the obvious
question about the intelligence or integrity of the authorities
who make professorial appointments in the once-respected
University of Utrecht.
To return to the United States, a passel of "Creation
Scientists" are bedeviling legislatures to require that moppets in
the public schools be taught the well-known tale about Adam,
his spare rib, and her inopportune appetite for apples, which
was stimulated by a talking snake. This will counteract the
sinfulness of Darwin and give them a "balanced" view of the
origin of our deplorable species. Well, why not? The public
schools already achieve "racial balance" to teach white children
how their parents have degaded them, and "educators" arc
industriously debauching young minds with hogwash about
"equality" and "democracy."
The "Creation Scientists" all seem t o have diplomas from
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established universities, and that worries some people. A
"Liberal" professor of an exact science assures me that that
merely proves that scientific training produces clever fellows:
"You can hire a scientist t o prove anything," he says
complacently. This conception of the ethics of science is novel
t o me, but even if I could accept it, I could not banish a
disquieting suspicion that some of the "creation scientists"
believe what they say.
The National Review, a journal which has some reputation
for light-hearted wit, published in its issue for 27 November
1981 a solemnly portentous editorial, proclaiming that now
that "scientists" have proved the "authenticity" of the painted
rag known as the Holy Sllroud of Turin, we have come t o a
"momentous recognition that secularism as a world view is
kaput." We can just close up our minds and believe whatever
the Holy Father says Jesus said.
"Advanced technology from the space program," including
computers, image analyzers, microscopes, and chemical
analyses, has established from the Shroud that Jesus was a
Semite, five feet, nine inches tall, weighing about 165 pounds,
with dirty feet. Now the scientists will certainly use their
computers, etc., t o prove the authenticity of the piece of cloth,
called "St. Veronica's veil," on which Jesus wiped his sweating
face and thus indelibly imprinted his divine features. When they
have done that, they can work on the Shroud of the Virgin
Mary and her many undergarmetlts, which are scattt11.ed
throughout Europe; or they could rnahe a spectro~copicanalysis
of her bottled milk, of which at least a gallon could be collected
from churches in Spain alone. Urgent also is authentication of
Jesus's cradle, a great treasure preserved in the basilica of Santa
Maria Maggiore in Itome. I t is true that the manufacturer forgot
t o plane off the writing on one of the boards, which shows that
the crib was made from an old packing case sometime after the
Eighth Century, but that should be n o impediment t o the
ingenuity of "highly qualified" scientists.
T.here are innumerable other Holy Relics that have been
preserved t o attest the Truth of the Christian Revelation, for
example, Jesus's diapers, of which the pregnant virgin prudently
laid in a large supply, t h e dozen or so foreskins that were
clipped from the infant Saviour when he was circumcized, and
his milk teeth, of which he had about a hundred. For a
bewildering v a r i ~ t y of other suggestions, leaf through the
Catholic Encyclopaedia. The work of authentication can keep
thousands of devout scientists (and their computers, etc.) busy
for centuries-unless,
of course, the demise of rationality,
p r e c o n i z e d b y National Reuzcw, makes such work
supererogatory in the new Age of Faith.
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I could flll pages wlth lists of recent "discoveries" that prove,
neyc;~lcl ~~eradventure
of doubt, that there is a momentous
recrudescel:ce of the will-to-believe-to
believe anything,
proiided that l t is incredible. I shall merely add that we are
ir ~tnessingthe fulfillment of a prediction made a century ago by
Rabl~i Schlticller in Boston, where he addressed Christian
c,~)npegationsivlio were simpering with brotherhood. He told
rilpm that their religion was just a delinquent daughter who
mould soon have to come trudging home t o her nice Jewish
mama. That message is now being delivered, with greater or less
subtlety, by all the holy men whose success in working the
boob-tubes I mentioned above. And most of the remaining
clergy think it cxpqdient to participate in the "interfaith"
cuddling that has now become so fashionable. Christians who
are past middle age and willing t o exercise their mnemonic
faculties can remember that that is not what they used t o hear
and are correspondingly puzzled or distressed that their God
seems t o have changed his mind rather abruptly.
One quite significant doctrinal trend is represented by the
lavishly printed and distributed magazine, The Master Key,
which is sent without charge t o anyone who requests it. A
typical page, photographically reduced, is reproduced on the
next page. The magazine contains some nonsense, such as the
talk about the letter J in the panel at the right hand of the page
we reproduce, and there is naturally some theological dealing
from the bottom of the deck, but there is enough Scriptural
proof t o make most Christians feel that a mortgage is being
foreclosed on their church. Most Christians, for example, have
never been told that the names "Joshua" and "Jesus" that they
read in their Bibles are really the same name, the Hebrew YSW"
in the standard transliteration of the Hebrew letters, and they
are apt t o be taken aback when they learn that fact. Vowels
were not written in Hebrew, and the Master Key's spelling of
the name, "Yahshua" is probably not too very far from the
pronunciation of it in the first centuries B.C. and A.D. The
magazine also insists that the Christian god must be addressed
by his own personal name, YW or YHWH, which it pronounces
"Yahweh," as is now common. And Christians must worship
him on Saturday, the traditional Jewish Sabbath, or Yahweh
will be very much annoyed. And finally, the holy days that
Christians are obliged by divine commandment t o observe are
the Jews' Pesach, Shavuoth, Rosh ha-Shanah, Yom Kippur, and
Sukkoth, although these are tactfully designated by English
equivalents ("Passover," etc.).
A different trend in current theology is represented by a new
periodical, America's Heritage. Our heritage is the cult of
YHWH, since "Americans of Anglo-Saxon, Germanic,
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Scandinavian, Celtic, and kindred origins are the Israel people of
the Bible as d~stinctfrom world Jewry." That means that you
are a descendant of *lbraham, and I don't know whether you
will be flattered by that genealogy. I suppose it is a matter of
taste. One consequence of your inheritance is that you must
scrupulously obey the orders of God t o your newly-discovered
kinfolk in the Biblical book of Leviticus. You must not eat pork
in any form, duck, goose, oysters, etc., because God has
emphatically said, "Mustn't do or Papa spank," No mention is
made of c~rcumcision,but perhaps it was thought unnecessary
to bring up that topic, since the matter had been taken care of
In recent decades by the American surgeons whom the Jews
taught how t o make fifty bucks at a single clip,
Perhaps the most significant thing about the current tidal
wave of religiosity is its utter confusion. One can sympathize
with a lady of my acquaintance whose Roman Catholic faith
was evidently unshaken by all the upheavals and revolutions in
her church, until she heard of the minor scandal in Florida,
where a priest was found t o have made tape-recordings of what
he heard in the confessional so that he could play back the
juicizr bits for the amusement of his doxy. Now the lady says,
"You don't know what t o believe anymore. I don't know where
we are going, but we are certainly getting there fast."
In more specific terms, what t o believe has always been the
most acute problem of all Christians who are not content t o
palpitate in unthinking emotionalism. The most remarkable
religious event of 1981 was the action of one of the very large
Protestant denominations: they faced that problem honestly!
After rancorous debate and frantic intrigues by entrenched
politicos, the Missouri Synod of the Lutheran Church, by a vote
of the majority of the representatives of its members, made a
clear choice between the two horns of an inescapable dilemma.
There are only two alternatives. Either (a) the Bible common t o
all Protestant denominations is actually God's Word, of which
the writing, editing and compilation was done under constant
divine supervision that vigilantly assured the literal truth and
accuracy of all statements made in it; or (b) it is a collection of
implausible fables, mostly borrowed or adapted from the
mythology of the Babylonians and other Semitic peoples and
supplemented with copious additions from the religon of the
Magi, scribbled in three languages (the Jewish dialect of old
Canaanite, a common dialect of Aramaic, and a vulgar dialect of
Greek) a t widely varying times by hundreds of anonymous or
pseudonymous Jews, negligently edited and assembled in the
Fourth Century of our era t o form a collection of weird tales
that can have n o more authority than the Arabian Nights. The
dilemma is doubtless painful for many, but no amount of
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theological double-talk and double-think can cover it up.
The Lutheran Synod frankly and resolutely opted for the
f i r s t alternative, and, in effect, excommunicated the
double-dealing clergymen who claim dlvine sanction for
whatever text they have revised t o suit their own whims or t o
catch the fancy of their customers. I d o not know what the
Synod intends t o d o about the passages in which God
contradicts himself, and when I last heard, they were arguing
about the meaning of three words (itI~rtacd9~
ivnuciPa.rr)in the
text of a letter purportedly written by a Jew who bore the
nickname of 'Shorty.'* The Synod may face difficulties, but we
should sincerely wish them the best of luck: their honesty
deserves it.
In sharp contrast t o the sobriety of the Synod is a motley
throng. composed, in uncertain proportions, of exhibitionists
and persons, both male and female, afflicted with leresis. They
work themselves into fits, or have seizures, in which they begin
t o rave, babbling, jabbering, and chattering as they give forth
uncouth and meaningless sounds, which they utter as proof that
they have been awarded a "gift of tongues" by a Holy Spook.
Observers report that tlie fits seem compulsive and contagious,
which would indicate that they may be provoked by mass
hysteria, and that the gibbering of persons who have gone mad
temporarily bears a marked resemblance t o the chattering and
screeching of a band of baboons when they settle down f o r t h e
night an hour or so before sunset. As is well known, when the
action of the neocortex is impeded or suspended, the limbic
(mammalian) part of the brain takes over, so it may be possible
that "language" spoken in these fits is some survival of the cries
uttered by Australopitheci in moments cf enthusiasm, perhaps
while devouring the raw flesh of their quarry,-a million years
ago. Persons who suffer such seizures or simulate them are called
"Charismatics" or "Pentecostals," but they have appeared in
almost all religious sects, including the Anglican and Roman
Catholic, and many holy men in the various sects find it
profitable t o encourage such outbreaks and often join in the
raving themselves. Some observers believe that the malady or
racket is spreading rapidly s zealous clerics take u p the fad or
lose their minds with the help of the heavenly Paraclete.
We are undoubtedly witnessing a great religious revivalin
fact, it's an epidemic.
I have been asked t o comment on two articles by Ralph
Perier that were published in The Liberty Bell in August and

* Ad Tzmoth. 1.3.16. It is possible, though less likely, that Paulus was the
cognomen of a Jew who concealed the nomen (family name) that he was
given when he was given Roman citizenship.
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November 1980, which continue t o evoke applause,
denunciation, and lamentation.* Anything like an adequate
commentary would take much more time than I, and more
pages than the magazine, can spare. It would be necessary to
begin with some very elementary questions, which, I am afraid,
are often overlooked. The very first question, indeed, may
occasion some surprise: What, precisely, has been the function
of religion in the civilization of our race?

THE TRIPLE FUNCTION
We live in a time in which there is much talk about "religious
freedom." It is assumed that beliefs about the supernatural are a
"private matter" which every individual has a right to determine
for himself. Thus we have the dogma about the "separation of
church and state" which was one of the basic principles of the
American Constitution and survives today as one of the few
bases of that Constitution that have not been officially
repudiated or covertly abrogated.
This conception of religion is a recent one. It was a novelty
whe~i the Constitution was written, and it was then a
compromise that many of our people accepted only
reluctantly.? It has consequences that very large segments of
* The first and more important of these articles is published in Britain as a booklet,

CHRISTIANITY, A RELIGION'FOR SHEEP by Historical Review Press, 30p postpaid, 10 copies, t2.00 postpaid. A reprint of the second article, "Religion and Race",
may be obtained from Liberty Bell Pub., PO Box 21, Reedy, W.Virginia, USA. $2.00.
t It is a little-known historical fact that the ratification of the Federal
Constitution was immediately followed by the Edwardean Conspiracy,
headed by Timothy Dwight, D.D., the President of Yale. The conspirators
were Calvinist clergymen and professors, who were assisted by venal
politicians whom they c o ~ t r o l l e dthrough bribery and political blackmail.
Their plot was t o nullify the First Amendment by using covert intrigue
and political corruption to trick the several states into establishing the
Calvinist Church as the officially authorized and subsidized religion of each
state. They also hoped t o excite exhilarating looting and butchery on the
model of the French Revolution, which they positively identified as the
"work of the Lord." The godly conspiracy was exposed by an Anglican
clergyman, the Reverend Mr. John Cosens Ogden, in a booklet which he
first had printed anonymously as A View o f the Calvinist Clubs in the
United States, s.1. &a. [Litchfield, Connecticut?l799?]. An expanded edition
was published and copyrighted at Philadelphia in 1799 under the title, R
View o f the New-England Illuminati, who are indefatigablx engaged in
destroying the Religion and the Goverrzhent o f the Unite8 States. If was
several times reprinted by its publisher, James Carey. There are copies of
this booklet in the Congressional Library, from which photocopies may be
obtained. It is indispensable t o an understanding of the early history of the
United States, and it should be read b y every student of religious and
political superstitions and impostures.
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our population are unwilling to accept today. And it now is a
source of infinite sophistry, hypocrisy, chicanery, and
befuddlement.
We must therefore remind ourselves that religion is
historically a social phenomenon and a concern of the
collectivity much more than of the individual. From the earliest
history of our race t o the present, religion has, in varying
degrees, served three distinct purposes: as a political bond, as a
sanction for social morality, and as a consolation for
individuals. These three functions became so intertwined that at
any given time in our history, including the present, they now
seem t o us inestricably interwoven, but to distinguish them
clearly, we may consider them separately.

COHESION
As all readers of Robert Ardrey's brilliant expositions of
biological facts, The Territorial Imperative and The Social
Contract, well know, all animals that hunt in packs must have
an instinctive sense of a common purpose and a rudimentary
social organization that regulates the relations between
individuals and produces, at least temporarily, a cohesion
between them by subordinating the individual to the group and
its common pcrpose. Obedience to me law of the pack must be
automatic among wolves, lycaones, and all species that depend
for survival on cooperation between individuals.
\lie may be certain that that instinctive sense was present in
our remote biological antecedents of two or more million years
ago, the Australopitheci, who hunted in small packs and even
learned to use as simple weapons stones and the bones of
animals they had killed and devoured. \Vt* may assume,
however, that they, like wolves, assembled as packs only to
hunt larger animals, and dispersed afterwards within the pack's
territory, if, like wolves, they had one. This instinct for limited
confederation must have been present, a million or more years
later, in the various prehuman species, commonly called
Homines Erecti, some of which, as Carleton Coon has shown in
his Origin of Races, survived as distinct species of anthropoids
that eventually developed into the extant races of mankind. It is
a reasonable and perhaps necessary deduction from the available
evidence that the<pecies which survived t o become human were
those in which the instinct became strong enough to produce
more permanent associations, a pack that remained together
even after the successful termination of the hunt and the eating
of its quarry, while the species that could form no larger
permanent groups than d o gorrilas today were headed for
extinction.
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We must assume that the several species of Homines Erecti
that became the ancestors of the various races now alive were as
intelligent as baboons, hunted in packs of from six to twelve
adult males, remained together as a band or miniature tribe, as
do baboons, and communicated with one another by uttering a
variety of cries and other sounds,~supplementedby gestures,
again as baboons do. And it is probable that no association of
individuals larger than such a band was possible for many
thousands of years.
The Neanderthals, whom the Cro-Magnons wisely, though no
doubt instinctively, exterminated in Europe and perhaps
elsewhere, are now generally regarded as an extinct race of
human beings. They were probably even lower than the
Australoids and Coqgoids of our own time, but most biologists
now include them in the taxonomic category that embraces the
several races that have been ironically called homines sapientes.
Although it is frequently assumed that the Neanderthals formed
groups larger than a band of baboons, there is no valid evidence
that they did, and such social cohesion as they had must have
been entirely instinctive and subconscious. Although some
anthropologists have found new grounds for dissent, the
majority now believes that the Neanderthals were able to
coc~municatewith one another by means of a very crude and
rudimentary language, that is, articulated sounds of definite
meaning, as distinct from the variety of inarticulate cries and
grunts, supplemented by gestures, by which baboons now
communicate, and Homines Erecti must have communicated,
with one another. It is most unlikely, however, that the
Neanderthals' language was sufficiently developed to permit
either generalizations or statements about the past and future
rather than the present.
The success of the Cro-Magnon people in hunting such
formidable game as mammoths is sufficient proof that they
must have lived together in groups large enough t o be called a
tribe, and that they had a language that was in some way
inflected to form tenses and thus indicate temporal
relationships, thereby making possible conscious planning and
specific reference to past experiences. This, in turn, permitted
the generalizations that are a kind of rough classification and a
conscious awareness of tribal unity, which could be
communicated to the young by spoken precept and rule,
however c r u d e and elementary, thus forming what
anthropologists call a culture.
What superstitions the Cro-Magnons had, and what rituals
they performed, can only be conjectured by tenuous
speculations, but a moment's reflection will show that if they
had a religion (as is, of course, likely), it must have been

concerned with tribal purposes, such as success in hunting or
the mitigation of an epidemic disease or the production of rain.
And such religious ceremonies as may have been performed for
such purposes were doubtless rituals that required the
participation of the whole tribe or the part of it that was
immediately concerned, such as all adult males, if hunting was
involved, or all females, if fertility and offspring were sought.
The ritual thus became an affirmation of tribal unity.
The earliest religions of which we have knowledge are tribal,
and their ceremonies are rituals .in which the whole tribe
(except children) participates or all of the part of the tribe that
is concerned (e.g., all men of fighting age or all married women)
or a group that has been selected to perform a dance or a
sacrifice on behalf of the tribe as a whole. And when a number
of tribes coalesce to form a small state, the demonstration of
their effective unity and common purpose by religious
unanimity becomes even more necessary, and it is affirmed by
festivals in which every .citizen is expected to participate, at
least by abstaining from other activity and being present as a
spectator, and in which aliens, whether visitors or metecs, are
not permitted to participate and from which they may be so
excluded that they are forbidden to witness any part of the
proceedings.
The number of citizens is now so large that active
participation of all ir, a religious ritual is no longer feasible, and
comparatively small groups must be selected t o act on behalf of
the whole state or the whole of a class in it. Alcman's
Partheneion, for example, was written for a choir of virgms who
performed a ceremony on behalf of all the virgin daughters of
Spartan citizens to conciliate for them the favor of Artemis.
The Panathenaea, which celebrated the political unification of
Attica, was a series of varied ceremonies (one of which was a
reading of the poems of Homer) in honor of the-goddess who
was the city's patroness, and although a fairly large number of
individuals took part in one or another of the chariot-races,
musical contests, choral performances, cult dances, and other
ceremonies, only a small fraction of the citizen body could take
an active part in the festival that was held for the benefit of the
whole state, and on the last day, traditionally Athena's
birthday, m e t e c r were even permitted t o join the grand
procession as attendants on citizens. At Rome, the twenty-four
Salii solicited for the entire nation the favor of Mars and
Quirinus by performing their archaic dance accompanied by a
litany in Latin so obsolete that its meaning was only vaguely
known. And the feriae in honor of Jupiter on the Alban Mount,
at which the presence of both consuls was mandatory,
celebrated the political unification of Latium.
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ff11at many of our uninformed contemporaries overlook is
the fact that participation in such ceremonies, including
attendance at them, was essentially a political act by which
citizens affirmed their participation in their state. It did not in
the least matter, for example, whether the individual citizen
"believed in" the gods who were propitiated and honored: if he
disbelieved in their existence or spoke of them in injurious
terms (except during the ceremonies themselves), and if the
gods concerned took notice and resented his conduct, it was up
to those dods ( a s Augustus had to remind some of his
contemporaries) t o take what action they deemed appropriate
against him. And it, did not really matter whether the rites were
really efficacious: the important thing was that persons who
refused t o participate in them thereby exhibited their alienation
from the state and seemed t o be renouncing their citizenship. If
a Roman who was an atheist was elected consul, his office
obliged him t o make the appropriate sacrifices t o Jupiter a t the
Feriae 1,atinae and to preside at, or otherwise participate in,
other religious rites, but he had no sense of incongruity or
hypocrisy: he was performing an essentially political rite for
which a religious faith was no more necessary than it was, e.g.,
for watching a chariot race in the circus, which officially was
alsci a religious ceremony.
This function of religion is t o affirm political cohesion. And
it has retained that function almost t o our own time. When the
unity of Christendom was shattered by the Reformation and it
became clear that it would not be easy for either the Catholics
or the Protestants t o exterminate the other party, an early
compromise was the doctrine of cuius regio, eius religio. By
agreeing that the ruler's religion was t o be that of all his subjects
(except of course, the Jews, who were always given special
privileges), men hoped t o maintain the effective unity of each
state, and that was a political purpose that atheists could and
did recognize as expedient. The establishment of the Anglican
Church was one of the least unsuccessful applications of the
principle, and from the political standpoint, the disabilities of
the Catholics in England are less remarkable than the toleration
that was accorded them.
It is perverse t o refuse t o understand the attitude of Louis
XIV in Catholic France after he was convinced that Jansenists,
although indubitably Catholic, were fracturing the pation's
,political unity. The story that he at first refused t o appoint a
man t o high office because he had heard 'the man was a
Jansenist, but gladly appointed him as soon as he was reliably
informed that the man did not believe in god at all, is
undoubtedly true--was probably true on several occasions. The
king was probably quite uninterested in the theological

hair-pulling and cut-throat competition that was then making so
much noise, but he had the common sense t o perceive that by
appointing an atheist he was not strengthening a faction of
political trouble-makers. If he knew of Cardinal Dubois's
famons dictum that God is only a bogeyman who must be
brandished t o scare the populace into some approximation of
honesty, he may or may not have thought that the good
cardinal was running a risk of post-mortem woe, but he
recognized that Dubois' opinions did not detract from his
political efficiency in maintaining social stability.
The reyuirement a t Oxford and Cambridge until quite recent
times of an oath of affirmation in the Church of England's
Thirty-Nine Articles has been perversely misunderstood.
Everyone knew for centuries that many did not believe what
they affirmed, and tnere was some truth in the hot-headed Sir
William Hamilton's charge that Oxford was a "scl~ool of
perjury," but he naively became excited because he did not
perceive that the reyuirement had, not the fantastic theological
purpose of pleasing a god in whom some who took the oath did
n o t believe, but the strictly practical one of excluding fanatics
who were emotionally attached t o dogmas that would inspire
trouble-making agitation over questions that, if not totally
illusory, were incapable of rational determination. It was
regrettable, of course, that adolescents like young Gibbon
should, in effect, expel themselves from the university through
a waywardness they would later regret, and that intelligent
adults like Newman slrould develop emotional enthusiasms and
a z e d for fruitless controversy, but that, the conservatives felt,
was much better than bestowing the prestige of the universities
on seditious fanatics.*

* Affirmation of belief in the Thirty-Nine Articles was Intended prinlarlly
to prevent schismatics and siinilar trouble-makers from holding fellowships
( w h i ~ h ,after all, had been established and endowed by the Church) and
thus using the prestige of the great universities to foment religious
subversion of English soclety. Both Newman and the two Wesleys held
fellowships in Oxford and claimed that thelr beliefs were in accord with
the Articles until they resigned. The toleration shown them while they
were at Oxford was probably excessive, and certainly the pletistlc
emotionalism of the Wesleys must have been a great nuisance t o the
academic cornrnunlty, especially through ~ t febrlle
s
agitation of susceptible
undergraduates. Another puipose, of course, was t o insure that the clergy
of the Anglican Church would be responsible members of it and not
undermine and pervert it, as s o many of them have done in this century. It
is noteworthy that when the oath was relaxed in 1865, it was replaced by
a pledge never to preach doctnnes that contravened t h e Articles; i t
expected of ordained clergymen a civilized acceptance of their
responsibility t o the Church in which they were given a living, whatever
opinlons they might hold privately, and to such an arrangement only
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In the United States, Benjamin Franklin certainly did not
believe in any form of Christian doctrine, but that did not
prevent him from approving, if he did not inspire, a state
constitution which, by requiring an oath of belief in the Trinity,
effectively excluded from political influence Jews (except
Marranos) and such dissidents as the Quakers, y h o , for
example, refused to defend with arms a society whose privileges
they wanted t o enjoy, and were, at least passively, disturbers of
the political cohesion of the state of Pennsylvadia. The
persecution of the Mormons, which effectively gives the lie t o
Americans who want t o boast about "religious freedom," was
led by holy men who wanted t o stamp out competition in their
business, but some part of that episode was caused by a popular
awareness, probably subconscious in the majority, that the
political consensus requisite for national survival would be
gravely impaired or destroyed if the population were split into
two incompatible groups, one of which believed polygyny
divinely ordained while the other insisted on pretending that
Christian doctrine forbade every kind of polygamy.*
madcap fanatics could object. The civ~lizedattitude of the more sober and
learned clergy 1s clearly shown by the fact that when the Reverend Mr.
Robert Taylor came t o the conclusion that Christianity was a hodge-podge
of myths lifted from varlous Oriental cults, he was urged n o t t o ruin a
career in which he might rise in the Church, the vicious persecution t o
which he was subjected, especially after the publication of his monumental
Dzegesis in 1829, was the work of sanctimonious canaille. (I discussed
Taylor briefly in a review of William Gayley Simpson's admirable book,
W h ~ hWay, Western Man7, the review is reprinted in America's Decline,
pp. 355-367.)
The religious tests also excluded from the universities Quakers, Roman
Catholics, and all the motley horde of disputatious dissenters, who would
have used learning and culture t o promote seditious religious and social
agitation. This led t o the foundation of such institutions as Spring Hill
College in Birmingham, which, renamed Mansfield, was eventually
removed t o Oxford (1886)! The dissenters were the principal source of the
innumerable missionaries who were sent out in the Nineteenth Century t o
harass the natives in all parts of the world. Everyone knows the story of
the director of the East India Company who, in 1796, refused t o permit a
pack of Calvinist gospel-peddlers to take passage t o India, saying that he
"would rather see a band of devils in India than a band of missionaries."
The gentleman may well have been a sincere Christian, but he u n d e r s t ~ o d
the social function of an established lehgion in mainta~pingorder and
social stability.

*

What is astonishing is that even today, when it would be mad t o imagine
that any of the Christian sects could become an Established Religion in the
United States, the press from time t o time reports persecution of the Old
Mormons, a small group in the southwestern states that remains faithful t o
the teachings of their Prophet and refuses t o believe that the Federal army

The principle of the separation of church and state, which
was one of the bases of the Federal Constitution, has been
nullified by the various states and, hypocritically, by the
Federal government itself by exempting nominally religious
organizations from taxation, and is nullified in practice by the
strenuous political activity of virtually all the Christian and
other religious sects, which, of course, is laudable when they
agitate and intrigue for political ends of which you and I
approve, and damnable when they use their power t o oppose
them, as any theologan can prove in five minutes by reciting
selected passages of Holy Writ and tacitly lying by pretending
that contradictory passages d o not exist, The separation of
church and state has proved impossible in practice in the United
States, and for all practical purposes the ostensibly religious
organizations have become privileged political organizations,
most of which are actively engaged in subverting what little
cohesion the nation once had and are furthermore avowed
enemies of the race t o which we and many of their members
belong.
The use of religion t o effect cultural unity and express
political consensus cannot long survive the first practice of
toleration by which the nation's Established Church, whatever
it is, is tacitly disavowed by failure t o suppress openly dissident
sects. Such malcontents, by their very nature, try t o market t o
the populace their own brand of religion and they thus destroy
the social cohesion. It does not greatly matter, for example,
whether the masses believe or disbelieve in 'transubstantiation,'
a miracle no one can see, feel, or taste, but when factions begin
t o quarrel about it, religion has become a powerful disruptive
force. Like fire, it is a robust servant but a terrible master. If it
escapes from control, it destroys the nation t o which it should
give solidarity.
As Louis XIV prudently realized, scepticism and atheism
among persons of intelligence and education, including the
clergy, is inevitable in societies that have advanced beyond
barbarism, and, so long as atheists do not themselves become a
proselytizing sect, d o not impair the stabilizing force of the
established church, which is guaranteed by the innate religiosity
and emotional proclivities of the masses, unless heresiarchs,
usually ambitious or fanatical members of the lower clergy, are
p e r m i t t e d t o s t a r t a f r a n t i c competition in the
of occupat~onIn Utah and ~ t ruthless
s
persecution of thelr Church could
have made God change h ~ smlnd. And the persecut~ontoddy is carried out
in 'I cociety In which proln~scuity is becoming the accepted way of life,
and loud-mouthed females ale procldirnlng that Soclety must prevent d
woman trorn speridlng much time w ~ t hany one man, which would be '3s
bad ds n ~ a r r ~ a g c !
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Salvation-business. When that happens, religion becomes a
disaster.
The function of religion as a bond of social and national
cohesion, once the most important of all, has, in little more
than a century, been so completely forgotten that some of our
contemporaries are astonished when they hear of it.
Their astonishment is even more astonishing, for they have
constantly before them the salient example of a unique race
that has maintained its effective consensus and solidarity for
twenty-five centuries, ever since i t dispersed and sent
contingents t o infiltrate and exploit every prosperous nation of
the known world, from the Atlantic across Asia t o the Pacific."
This phenomenal collesion has been maintained, at least in part,
by a ritual of barbaric rites and primitive taboos which the race
ostentatiously displays t o mark its alienation from the rest of
mankind.? And so important are these rituals that they are said
t o be practiced in secret even by the Marannos, who simulate
conformity t o the culture and religon of the nation in which
they have lodged themselves. The very presence of Jews should
remind the citizens of every nation of the cohesive function of
religion, which they can ignore only t o their own peril.
M O K A LlTY

It is a truism that a recognized and generally accepted code
of morality is a precondition t o organized society. When a
group of individuals larger than a family and containing a
number of adult males inhabits the same area and cooperates as
a permanent unit, there must be some established pattern of
behavior that defines the obligations of each individual t o the
community and guarantees that he will not treacherously be
attacked or despoiled by his fellows. The law of the pack may
suffice for small groups, but barely. We have already remarked
on the bewildering variety of Pithecanthropi and Homines
Erecti, commonly described as evolutionary "blind alleys," that

* By t h e flrst ~ e n t u r yB.C., the Jews hdd planted t h e ~ rcolomes In every
reglon of t h e world k n o w n t o t h e gredt gcogrdpher, Strdbo, In w h ~ c h
m o n e y was t o be nldde from c x p l o ~ t l n gand manlpu1dtlr.g the ndtlves. 111s
l n f o r m d t ~ o nprobdhly d ~ dn o t extend t o Chlnd, w h ~ the
~ h Jews, dccordlng
t o t h e ~ ro w n t r a d ~ t l o n s ,penetrdted dt a b o u t the sdme t ~ r n c .T h e y \eern
5oon t o hdve reached Jdpan, f o r by A 1) 471 there were thousdnds of
them thcrc dnd they were (ot ourse el) In ~ o n t r o lof the silk trade The
J r w s drc now t r y ~ n gt o convlnLe the Jdpdncsc thdt they arc o n e of the
"Lost Irlbes" and drc 5a:d t o be mdklng m a n y converts

-t

A learned J e w , commenting on the ~ o n d u of
~ t h ~ fellow
s
dthel\ts, o n u
sdid of Juddlsnl, "It's n o t a fdltli, ~ t ' sd hdb~t.''

failed t o develop into even the lowest of extant races, and it is
quite possible that a capacity for rudimentary morality was the
determining factor of natural selection in the subsequent
evolution of anthropoids.
It is surely not a coincidence that in Palaeolithic times, when
the extant primary races were already formed, the highest
capacity for cooperation is found among white men, the
Cro-Magnons. Their ability t o hunt successfully such formidable
animals as mammoths implies an intellectual capacity t o plan a
comparatively complicated operation, and that capacity in turn
implies a degree of self-consciousness in individuals which
necessitated a social code that made individual males ready t o
risk and perhaps lose their lives in the community's
undertaking, and also provided some recognized norm for
division of the spoil and some guarantee that an individual
would not be robbed of his property by his fellows. It is a
well-known fact, furthermore, that the appearance of the
Cro-Magnon race was followed by the total extinction of the
Neanderthal species in Europe, and the only logical explanation
of that fact is that the Cro-Magnons instinctively or consciously
exterminated the inferior race by hunting down its members. It
cannot be supposed, however, that Neanderthals could be killed
without risk, and even if each small Cro-Magnon tribe merely
responded t o the territorial imperative, the extermination
implies a comparatively high degree of social perception and a
corresponding morality: since the Cro-Magnons were not
cannibals, the killing of Neanderthals could yield n o rewards t o
the hunters, so the efforts must have been made and the risks
undertaken for future and essentially tribal advantages. The
Cro-Magnons had larger brains than their descendants today,*
and, it would seem, were more willing t o use them.
The Cro-Magnoqs formed a limited number of small tribes
scattered over a vast territory and, no doubt, only occasionally
or rarely coming into contact with one another. Even in
Neolithic times, after the introduction of agriculture as a means
of livelihood, the total pop~llationof such settlements as the
Barkaer in Jutland and the lacustrine villages in Switzerland
numbered no more than two t o three hundred, and we may be
certain that a Cro-Magnon tribe was no larger, since i t had t o
subsist entirely on the game that it hunted in its own territory.

* 1 o r the ~ r d n ~ d1~1cdsuren1ents,
l
see Alfred L. Kroeber's i r ~ t l ~ r o p o l o g ~ .
( N e w York, 1 0 5 8 ) and I osc~lhlurl, hy Mdrcelln Boule dnd H e n r ~Vdllols
(New York, 1 0 5 7 ) I h c Lonlpdrlson 1s w ~ t hthe dverdge of ~ i l o d e r n
l uropedns I he lower t ~ g u r c stor the ('lo-Mdgnon glven by C'arleto.i S.
('oon In Ilrc Orr~ctrof l\'utrs (New Y o l k . 1 9 6 3 ) are ohtdlned by ~ n c l u d i n g
sj)eclnlens (notdhly troni ('l~dncelade ~ n c l(;rlrndldl) thdt 'ire n o t generally
regarded ds Cro-Magnon.
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With so small a population, democracy in the correct sense of
that word was possible, since each member of the tribe was well
and even intimately known to the others. Although snares and
pitfalls were doubtless used, hunting deer ( t o say nothing of
mammoths) with no weapons but a flint-tipped spear and a
stone axe was a hazardous occupation, but one in which every
adult male of the tribe was expected t o participate, so that
physically and mentally inferior males were quickly eliminated
by the rigors of daily life, even if the good sense of the tribe did
not make it discard its tares before they reached adolescence
and were able to reproduce themselves. The men who survived
this natural selection must have been approximately equal, and
it is likely that their society was as "egalitarian'! a$that attested
many thousands of years later in the Neolithic villages, in which
all families had approximately equal comforts and there is no
trace of more spacious accommodations for a chief or shaman.
It is highly probable that in a Cro-Magnon tribe the older
men, by virtue of their greater experience and knowledge,
exercised an effective leadership and an ascendency that could
be called oligarchic.* They doubtless adjudicated such disputes
as arose between other members of the tribe, each of whom
they had known from childhood and seen every day, so that his
chayacter was known t o them beyond all possibility of
deception; and their decisions must have enforced a simple code
of conduct that the community regarded as fair and just. We d o
not know what the provisions of that code were, but the
important point is that it could not successfully be infringed for
long, and in matters affecting the common welfare
dissimulation and deceit were impossible. An axe or spear or
orfiament might be stolen, but could not be used or worn
without immediate and public discovery of the theft. A man
could lie once or twice about what he had seen when alone in
the forest or why he failed t o share the dangers of a given hunt,
but habitual mendacity would soon have been discovered and
condignly punished. There was no need for a common belief in
supernatural beings who would enforce the tribe's morality.
A Cro-Magnon tribe was necessarily small, and so far as we
know, there were only a feff tribes. We d o not know how often
one tribe encountered ancther, or what happened when they
did. All that we can say is that there is no evidence of hostilities
between tribes or of intertribal relations of any kind., The

* One may see dn odd andlogy In the hdboon\ ( L h d ~ m d o~f) South A t r ~ ~ d
edch bdnd is ruled by an 'L~ligd:~hy"compo\ed of three to scven of the
oldest males, who cooperate t o keep order w ~ t h l nthe hdnd and d i r c ~ t11s
movements rhat IS prohdbly why the bdboon? hdve \urv~vcddl1 effort\ to
externiinate them with f~rearmsdnd polson, even atter the government
placed d bounty on t h e ~ rhedds
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Cro-Magnons are described by H. F. Cleland as "a superb race,
both physically and mentally," and no doubt they were, but our
concern with them here must be limited t o showing that they
lived under conditions that did not require a regulation of their
conduct by fear of supernatural sanctions.
Substantially the same conditions prevail, many millenia
later, in the Neolithic villages we mentioned above, which, so
far as their remains indicate, were not only small but were so
isolated that their inhabitants seem t o have apprehended n o
danger frsm human enemies." They must have observed some
code of social morality and they doubtless had superstitions
about the supernatural, but we are entitled t o assume that they
saw no relation between morality and religion.
The primitive innocence of such small tribes, numbering n o
more than two t o three hundred persons in all, could not
survive the time when desirable territory was coveted by tribes
of the same or different race that were ready t o take what they
wanted by force. For self-protection, men had t o form larger
aggregations, and such aggregations permitted in turn the
accumulation of what was wealth by primitive standards. We
may be certain that long before the first signs of metallurgy
appear with the working of copper a t Vinc'a around 5000 B.C., the
quasi-fraternal democracy of the Neolithic villages had become
impossible. When a tribe or aggregation of tribes became so
large that some of its members were little known t o others and
each person's character was not made apparent t o his fellows by
daily observation of his conduct, the community could n o
longer spontaneously enforce conformity with standards that it
was now often possible t o violate secretly. Some kind of formal
government became necessary. A chief or a small council of
elders invested with some recognized authority replaces the
deference .naturally shown t o the few seniors in a tiny
population.
When the agglomerations themselves became so numerous
and contiguous t o one another that they came into contact
along their frontiers, the only alternative t o perpetual hostility
was some kind of covenant endued with a sanctity that would
deter whimsical or surreptitious violation of it. It is noteworthy

* Even the most elementary defensive precautions were neglected. The
fires that destroyed wooden villages were certainly accidental except in the
few instances in which the site was subsequently occupied by a people
who used a d~fferentklnd of pottery, and even in those cases the new
occupants may have settled on a s ~ t ethat had been abandoned long before.
The temporary exhaustion of arable land near the village after a few
generations would encourage the farmers t o move on, if a virg~n,location
was readily available in the wilderness-and so, for that matter, would the
normal human illusion about greener pastures.
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that the earliest ethical activity attributed t o gods was the
enforcement of oaths taken in their name. The dread
superhuman beings, who had been first imagined t o explain
natural phenomena and therefore must have been amoral, were
thus first enlisted as supervisors of human conduct.
The use of superstition t o support morality was doubtless a
great innovation, but we are entitled t o infer from the first
recorded vestiges of 'it that it was not, strictly speaking,
religious. It was believed that gross violations of tribal morality,
such as the slaying of a parent or the slaying of a fellow
tribesman or perhaps incest, automatically produced a moral
pollution in the same way that shed blood stained the hands,
and the guilty man had t o be "purified" by some rite that was
the moral equivalent of taking a bath.* This was thought of as
an automatic process with which the gods had no concern,
except that they might be offended by disrespect shown if a
polluted man came into their presence a t some ritual or
sacrifice. No god was thought of as punishing the wrongdoing or
as being able t o free the wrongdoer from his pollution: he had
t o be cleansed morally by whatever magic rite was deemed
appropriate.
The supernatural beings that gave or withheld harvests, that
sent storms or fair weather, that could shake the earth or inflict
pestilence, had t o be propitiated by certain rites and sacrifices
that were thought pleasing t o them, and they were quick t o
anger and would resent hutnail insolence, such as taking their
names in vain. When their attention was attracted by a
ceremony in their honor and an oath was taken in their name,
breaking of that oath was an act of disrespect or even
contumely that would arouse their ire. An offended god's
concern was not with men's morality but with his own dignity,
but nevertheless a way had been found t o use supernatural
sanctions t o ensure moral conduct.
Theoretically, we might expect that the invention that had
been made in the special case of oaths would have been
extended t o other ethical relationships and would thus have
produced progressively the connection between religion and
morality that we have come t o take for granted. That logical use
of religion, however, first appears among Aryans thousands of

*

The Classical peoples gave a supernatural explanation t o the process by
the Erinyes (Furiae), who were not goddesses but chthonic'
s p ~ r ~ t who
s,
were automatically attracted by the "scent" of g u ~ l tand
hunted down the guilty, as bloodhounds would d o , usually driving them t o
madness. The idea that their relentless pursuit could be stayed by the
interposition of a god, as in Aeschylus's play, came only much later, long
after the gods had been enlisted as guardians of morality.
imagining

years after the dawn of recorded history.* That is obvious from
the greatest of all our epics.
A strict and, in some aspects, noble morality appears in the
Iliad, but is essentially a sense of personal honor in oneself and
one's fellows, and it is enforced by men, not by the gods. The
immortals do take a very large part in the action of the poem,
but each god favors individuals who have pleased him (or her)
or opposes individuals who have in some way aroused
displeasure; sometimes they act as personifications of natural
forces, which are necessarily amoral, and sometimes as persons
who, for one reason or another, like or dislike given individuals.
Some of the Greek gods favor the Greeks and some favor the
Trojans, but n o god acts as a judge of human morality. Zeus, t o
be sure, as the greatest among the gods, presumably punishes
oathbreakers, and he has acquired, as Zeus Xeinios, another
function: he protects guests from outrage by treacherous hosts
and conversely hosts from violence or fraud by guests whom
they have hospitably received. But even in this function, he
does not seem t o be very diligent. At one point in the epic,
Menelaus, naturally a much aggrieved man, says that a guest
who seduces his host's wife and abducts her and household
treasures has offended Zeus and will be punished by him. But,
as a matter of fact, Zeus does not inflict punishment on the
guilty Paris as an individual nor is there any indication that he
therefore ordains the fall of Troy. It is the Greeks who resent
the dishonorable act and will eventually destroy Troy because
the Trojans have chosen t o protect a man whp has violated the
code of honor that is presumably common t o both peoples.
They thus avenge a transgression of their own morality, even
though the dishonorable act was actually inspired and even
contrived by a goddess, Aphrodite. The Olympians, who
observe their own code of conduct among themselves, may be

* The early dates that were once assigned t o the Upanishads are no longer
tenable, and some scholars place the earliest of them as late as 600 B.C.
The great uncertainties that becloud almost all of Indlan chronology
makes ~t impossible t o show that their doctrine of pantheism and
metempsychosis was earl~er Invoked t o provide moral sanctions. The
Egyptians were certainly a Caucasian race, although they were eventually
mongrelized, but there 1s n o proof that they were Aryans The cult of
Osiris is at least as old as the Third Dynasty, and Included froni the first
the legend of h ~ Death
s
and Resurrection, after which he became the judge
of the dead and, by the famous psychostasy, granted immortality only t o
persons who had not infringed ma'ut, the Egypt~ancode of morahty,
during their lifetime Now this system of religious sanct~onsmust have
been known t o the Mycenaean Greeks after thelr conquest of Crete, when
they maintained close relations with Egypt, but if they had been much
Impressed by it, some recollection of so great a religious innovation would
surely have survived t o the time a t which the Illad was composed.

offended or propitiated by mortals, but with the morality of
men in their relations with each other they have no concern.*
Hesiod, who probably lived near the beginning of the seventh
century B.C., cannot be supposed to have invented an
amalgamation of morality and religion, but he is the first extant
author to formulate it. He assures us that Zeus requires of men
justice in their relations with each other; that Zeus sends thirty
thousand invisible and immortal spirits t o patrol the earth
constantly and t o observe and report the most secret acts and
even the secret thoughts of all men; and that Zeus unfailingly
punishes condignly every act of injustice. No more
thoroughgoing fusion of morality with religion is possible, but it
will not work.
Hesiod's faith in the justice of Zeus is based on moral
earnestness and a beautiful hope, but he, being a man of our
race, is too rational t o indulge his imagnation and his emotions
by closing his eyes to reality. His fable of the hawk and the
nightingale is the perfect symbol and gnomic expression of what
he observes in the life about him, where, as we all know, the
strong do what they will and the weak suffer what they must.
Living in the dark ages that followed the collapse of Mycenaean
civilization, he believes, not without reason, in a deterioration
of the world's inhabitants, and he is the first t o utter the
complaint, so dear t o the Romantic poets of our Nineteenth
Century, that he was ne' trop turd duns un monde trop vieux.?
But he knows that we must live in the present, not in visions of
the past or dreams of the future.
If Zeus does invariably punish wrongdoing, his justice is
certainly tardy, for we daily see the strong outrage the weak
with impunity. Hesiod could have escaped from this dilemma
by imagining a life after death, so that men, either in some
transfinite abode of ghosts or in a reincarnation on earth, will
be punished for injustice or rewarded for unmerited suffering in
this life; but although he says that the great heroes of the past
still live in the fabled Isles of the Blest, he is too much of a
realist t o console or threaten his contemporaries with
immortality. The justice of Zeus, therefore, must be indirect
ant1 collective, visited upon communities and states, rather than

* I trust that I need not emphasize what should be obvlous, that In these
hghly condensed generallzatlons 1 cannot descant upon detalls. I am, of
course, aware of the two lines (387-8) In Book XVI, whlch, on any
plausible Interpretation of the words, seem t o anticipate Hesiod. I share
the view that these are an ~ n t e r p o l a t ~ o but
n , whether they are or not, the
generalization I have made 1s certainly true of the eplc as a whole.
? +A,'&
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r&ec 8avciv &c~ra y m k 9 ~ !Note the relievlng optimlsm of hls expectation of a new age in the dlstant future.
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upon individuals. A society that tolerates injustice is necessarily
an acquisitive society, in which rapacity is limited only by the
power of individuals, singly or in conspiracy, and it will
inevitably decline into violence, anarchy, and the militmy
inferiority that will make it an easy prey for an invading enemy.
Hesiod knows that injustice depends on mendacity, on the
deliberate disregard of truth (which he, a man of our race,
regards as the ultimate crime), but, aside from threats of a
failure of crops, of famine and pestilence, and of misfortune on
land and sea-none of which is likely to occur at once-he can
menace the acquisitive state only with a decadence that will
eventually destroy it--and, as a last resort, if all states become
corrupt and unjust, Zeus may destroy the entire race.
Everyone can see how unsatisfactory is Hesiod's use of
religion t o enforce morality. His contemporaries, we may be
sure, were as ready t o sacrifice their posterity to immediate
advantage as the British and Americans of today blithely sell
their children and grandchildren into slavery and worse for a
few dollars or pounds today, and seem, indeed, t o prefer the
future extinction of their race t o the discomfort of thinking
about the present. And even though Hesiod's fellow citizens in
Ascra, who were ignorant of even their own history and had
only vague traditions of the civilization that had perished before
the dark age in which they lived, cannot have been as perversely
thoughtless as our contemporaries, they must have shared the
normal human recklessness that makes a man indulge his own
pleasure today at the expense of his health tomorrow.
Furthermore, the few who were willing t o think seriously about
his monition must have seen in his argument a fallacy that he
was too honest t o conceal with rhetoric and theological
sophistries. How can Zeus, as king of the gods, require of men
conformity to an ethical code that he and the other gods
disregard? Everyone knows that the lightnings and the tempests,
like the rain, fall upon the just and the unjust alike. When
Poseidon sends great waves t o crash upon the shore, no ship is
saved from disaster by the moral integrity or the piety of its
captain, its crew, or its passengers. Aphrodite notoriously
inspires both men and women with sexual desire for eminently
undesirable mates. The Moerae measure out the threads of life
capriciously: the good die young--or live t o suffer all the ills
and miseries of senility. Pallas and Aries reck nothing of men's
ethics: in antiquity, as in Napoleon's day and our own, god is
always on the side of the strong battalions. In short, the gods in
their relations with men are as amoral as the forces of nature
they personify.
To the grim and bleak realities of the world in which all men
must live, Hesiod could oppose only his desperate hope that
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Zeus could not have ordained for men, who have the powers of
speech and thought, the simple life of inarticulate beasts, which
is the perpetual and endlessly repeated stmggle'between
predators and their prey-between the hunted and the hunters,
who are in turn hunted by yet stronger or more cunning
hunters. Hesiod could not construct a logical and satisfying
theodicy any more than could Milton, when he, twency-four
centuries later, undertook "to assert eternal Providence, and
justify the ways of God to manM--and succeeded only in gilding
the mythology of his day with sonorous verse and poetic
mystery, although he could promise, as Hesiod could not, that
the victims of divinely ordained injustice on earth would be
awarded compensation post mortem in an Elysium above the
clouds.

IMMORTALITY
The Greeks, being Aryans, liked t o think of human beings as
rational and they accordingly tried to trace social phenomena,
so far as possible, t o the operations of human reason. Critias
(Plato's uncle) accordingly explained religion as a calculated
device, invented by good minds to create a stable civilization:
Organized society is made possible only by laws t o govern the
conduct of individuals, but since laws can always be secretly
evaded by men who conceal their crime or their responsibility
fgr it, gods were invented, deathless beings who, themselves
unseen, observe, by psychic faculties that do not depend on
sight or hearing, all the acts, words, and thoughts of men. And
the founders of civilization attributed to the imagned gods the
natural phenomena, the lightning and the whirlwind, that
terrify men. By this noble fiction they replaced lawlessness with
law.
Thus far, Critias simply described the theology of Hesiod as
the invention of nomothetes, and i t is at this point that our
fragment of his play ends.* If he went on (and I do not claim
that he did), he added that when men learned by experience
that they could still violate the laws secretly with impunity, the
lawgivers perfected their invention by claiming that men had
souls which were immortal, so that the gods, who failed to use
their lightnings t o punish crime in this world, would infallibly
inflict terrible penalties on the guilty and condignly reward the
guiltless after death. Thus they placed their civilizing fiction
beyond possible verification or disproof, and provided

* It is quoted by Sextus Empiricus, Adv. rnath., IX.55 (=In phys., 1.54). A
good English translation by R.G. Bury may be found In Vol. I11 of the
edltion of Sextus E m p ~ r i c u sin the well-known Loeb Library.

supernatural sanctions to buttress their laws and scare their
people into honesty.
Whether or not Critias carried his argument t o its logical
conclusion, it is clear that the effective use of religion a, a
political instrument to enforce morality required a doctrine that
would promise to individuals after death the justice that the
gods failed t o administer in this world. This association of ideas
has now become commonplace and is so taken for granted that
our contemporaries often assume that a religion-any and every
religion-must be primarily concerned with the provision of
suitable rewards and penalties in an afterlife. This idea,
however, was a startling and revolutionary one when it reached
the Greeks in the sixth century B.C.
The notion that a person's individuality does not wholly
perish when he dies is, of course, a very old one and may be
older than belief in the existence of gods. Its oldest and most
elementary form, which still lingers in our subliminal
consciousness, is the supposition that something of the dead
man survives him and lives on in his tomb. Only later did men
come to believe that the ghost of the dead migrated t o a realm
of the dead that was located either underground or, more
poetically, in the west beyond the sunset. But the dead were
phantoms, bodiless shades, doomed forever t o an umbratile
existence, mourning the life they had known and could never
know again. When Ulysses, in the famous Nekyia, sailed beyond
the Ocean t o the sunless land, shrouded in mist and eternal
twilight, he found only tenuous wraiths that were voiceless until
he permitted them to lap up the blood of freshly slain sheep;
and even Achilles, though he was the son of a goddess and
half-divine, had become only a shadow in the gloom and could
only say fretfully that it were better t o be the meanest and
most miserable slave among the living than king of all the dead.
Such was the immortality t o which the heroes of the Trojan
War could'look forward--an immortality in comparison with
which annihilation would have been a boon. And we may
reasonably ask whether any of us today would have the courage
t o face such a future, to say nothing of the awesome strength t o
choose, as Achilles did, to die young with honor rather than live
a long life of mediocrity.
It is easy to see why a promise of post-mortem comfort
fascinated the minds of men and gained their allegiance t o
religions which promised it as a reward for obedience to a
society's moral code. There were, however, two quite different
conceptions of the way in which such immortality could be
obtained: if, as the Homeric eschatology assumed, our present
life on earth is the only one, even the righteous man must be
rescued from the common fate of mankind by some special and
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miraculous benefaction by gods capable of communicating tb
him something of their theurgic power; if, on the other hand,
we assume that the dead survive by metempsychosis, we can
construct an eschatology of the kind familiar t o us from the
Hindu doctrine of Izarman, assuming that when a man dies the
spark of life within him enters another body, so that he will be
reincarnated again and again forever and is doomed t o repeat
endlessly (and without knowing it) the peripeties and sorrows
of the life we know, upless he, by exemplary moral conduct,
finds a way t o escape from the "grievous cycle of rebirth" and
thus attain a beatific existence in a transmundane realm of
enduring felicity.
The first of these alternative theories was adopted by the
n u m e r o u s mystery-cults of antiquity, the Eleusinian,
Samothracian, Andanian, and others. Despite the oaths of
secrecy taken by the initiates and never deliberately violated,
we know that the mystae, candidates for Salvation, had t o be
guiltless of gross violations of the prevailing moral code,
underwent a prolonged initiation into divine mysteries by the
hierophants (the professional holy men in charge), and were
eventually "born again" through the grace of some god, usually
one who had himself experienced mortality by being slain and
rising from the dead. Having thus been Saved, the mystes,
sometimes a year after his first initiation, became an epoptes,
seeing the god (or goddess) and experiencing enthusiasm
(which, we must remember, was the state of irrationality and
rapture that occurred when a mortal was literally possessed by a
god). Although such hallucinations often acco,tnpany psychotic
states that may in turn be provoked by extreme asceticism or
overheated imaginations, the number of apparently rational
persons who were initiated into the various mysteries is proof
that the hierophants must have administered hallucinatory
drugs t o induce the temporary madness.
Aryans are innately suspicious of enthusiasm and similar
irrationality, and many of them naturally preferred the
alternative.
The most reasonable and most beautiful doctrine of
immortality that I have seen was stated in the matchless verse of
Pindar's second Olympian, composed and declaimed in Sicily
soon after 476 B.C. When an individual has passed through
three or six* successive mortal lives in which he has observed
strict justice in all his actions and lived with perfect integrity, h e
* Whether three o r six depends on the meaning of the words
da-rp;s < K ( L T ~ ~ W &which
,
I d o not know. Each of the commentators has his
idea of what Pindar meant, and so d o I, but the fact IS that none of us can
know the details of the doctrine, presumably "Orphic," that Pindar and
l'heron of Acragas took for granted.

will have emancipated himself from the cycles of reincarnation
and will transcend the limits of mortality: he will pass beyond
the Tower of Cronus t o the fair realm that cannot be reached
by land or sea, where the mildly bright sun stands always a t the
vernal equinox and gentle breezes from a placid ocean blow
forever over the fields of asphodel. If you read Pindar, you will
think all other Heavens insufferably vulgar. It would be a waste
of time t o talk about them.
Since we have spoken of Greek conceptions, we should
remark that their and our racial kinsmen, the Norse, did not
imagine an Elysium." The idea of n~etempsychosis was not
unknown,for some persons expected that a man would be
reborn as his grandson or great-grandson, but it commanded
little assent. A short passage in the Hauama'l implies that death
is annihilation, but that view was not widely held. The ghost of
the dead man was thought t o linger in his tomb or t o go t o Hel,
where all were equal in wretchedness, although there is one
mention of a yet more terrible abode (Nifhel) for the
spectacularly wicked. Perhaps the most optimistic view was that
brave men who die in battle are taken t o the halls of Odin,
Valhalla, where they will feast until the time comes for them
and the gods themselves t o perish in the final catastrophe, the
Ragnarok.
Throughout the centuries, much of the support given t o
established religons, and much of the effort t o protect them
from rational criticism, has come from men who, whatever their
private opinions, were convinced that anti-social and criminal
tendencies are inhibited and restrained by a fear of condign
chastisement after death. Certainly, the general loss of belief in
immortality has deprived our civilization of a potentially
powerful instrument for abating fraud and criminal violence. It
is true, however, that the theoretical potentiality has never been
fully realized in practice.
No religion has ever given t o a large society the moral
stability that is commonly attained in small, closed societies, in
which the social judgement of a man's peers is far more
efficacious than expectation of a future life. In an aristocracy
that has not been made decadent by loss of its preeminence, the
code of honor comniands a general obedience t o its morality
such as no religion has ever been able t o ob!ain from its
votaries. (The fact that Christianity, with its traditional
antipathy t o superiority, always takes exception t o such an
aristocratic code, is, of course, irrelevant t o a measure of the

* I dm awdre thdt d Pdrddl5~I \ nientloned In Ibn Fadlin's d e s ~ r i p t ~ oof
n
a funeral he w~tnessedy h e n negot~dtlngw ~ t hthe Klis on the Volgd, but ~f
the Arab 1s telhng the truth dnd did not ni~\unclerstdndh15 ~nterprcter,thc
bellef, l ~ k ethe Leremony he w~tnessed,must hdve been except~ondl.

code's efficacy.) Perhaps the world will never see again the
equivalent of the quite numerous caste of English gentlemen in
the age that ended with the catastrophic war of 1914-1918;
although many of them were agnostic or atheist in their private
opinions, their general observance of the creed that a man's
word was his bond, their courage, and their scrupulous honesty
in social relationships excited the wonder and admira~ionof
their subjects. On a far different social level, small and virtually
closed agrarian communities may attain an approximation of
the practical democracy of a small tribe in which individuals
cannot escape the judgement of their peers and so observe a
generally approved standard of conduct. (There were peasant
societies of which this was not true, probably for reasons that
are ultimately racial or ethnic.)
When one makes the necessary allowance for other social
factors, it becomes impossible to estimate accurately the extent
t o which religion has contributed to the moral stability of
Western societies. It is even possible to argme that Christianity
has had very little effect.
One can point, for example, t o the Middle Ages in Europe,
when belief in the Christian religion was virtually unanimous
(except, of course, for the Jews), but criminal violence of every
kind was exceedingly common and even commonplace, an$ so
were all forms of fraud and theft that were feasible in the
relatively simple economy of those tihes. In fact, if we
constructed a graph covering the period from the Dark Ages to
1914 and plotted on it two curves, one showing the crime rate
and the other showing educated men's faith in Christianity, we
would see the two lines slope downward at about the same
angle and roughly parallel, except for the period of the French
Revolution. In the great nations of Europe and even in the
United States, life and property were never more secure, and
the norms of civilized morality were never more generally observed, than at the very time at which Georges Matisse, by alogical
extrapolation, was predicting the proximate extinction of religion
and all belief in the supernatural. By the methods used by some
"social scientists" in their propaganda, our graph would be an
absolute proof; we know, of course, that too many other factors
were involved to make the graph more than vaguely suggestive.
It could be argued that Christianity was sadly deficient as a
religion t o promote civil morality. We cannot calculate the
effects of its doctrine of divine mercy and the corresponding
belief in the efficacy of a repentance even in articulo mortis.
The notion that sins could be absolved or pardoned by the
deity was undoubtedly good for the ecclesiastical business, but
to an extent that we cannot measure, it nullified fear of post
mortem justice. Many individuals may have made the calculation
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that gave confidence t o Don Juan in Tirso de Molina's famous
play, according to which Don Juan's excellent theology was
frustrated only by the trick by which God caught him off guard
and was able to hustle him off to damnation before he had a
chance to play his trump card.* Islam has the same doctrine of
divine mercy, which was carried to its logical extreme in the
famous and cynical couplets of Abu Nuwis: "Multiply thy sins
to the utmost, for thou art to come before an indulgent god,
and when thou standest before him and knowest his mercy,
thou wilt gnaw thy fingers in remorse for the sins thou didst not
sin through fear of death and hell."
Other Christian doctrines, including the Calvinistic notion of
predestination, reduced the religion's police powers, and it may
be that the internal morality of an organized society was more
effectively promoted by the old Egyptian conception of Osiris
as an inflexibly just judge in the underworld or the Zoroastrian
belief in a Last Judgement at which the entries of credits and
debits on the books of the celestial accountant could not be
modified by protestations of contrition or pleas for mercy.
There is the further consideration that apparently

* The ethico-religious question was of absorbing interest in SeventeenthCentury Spain, probably because of the continuous strife between the
Jesuits, who espoused Molina's doctrine of free will and God's inflnite
mercy, and the Dominicans, who usually maintained the strict
predestination championed by Bkiiez et al. The question was not
infrequently agitated on the stage in the great days of the Spanish theatre.
I cited Tirso's Burlador d e Sevilla because the play, or at least its plot, is
almost universally known. A more striking example is El condenado por
desconfiado, probably by the same author. Enrico is a bandit and the most
vicious criminal the author could imagine, the only rift in his total
depravity being his kindness t o his aged father. He is a robber, a burglar, a
swindler, and a thief; he is an assassin and a rapist. He IS a murderer who
kills not only for profit but for the sheer joy of killing persons whom he
has robbed or swindled o r cozened into trusting him and anyone else
whom he can safely slay; he is an almost mad sadist (he throws a beggar
into the sea for the fun of watching him drown and he delights in slashing
to h d e o u s deformity the faces of women whom he has raped); he is an
arsonlst who loves t o watch the agonies of the inhabitants of houses he has
stealthly set ablaze, and he finds such pleasure in treachery that he even
murders his own confederates. He is finally captured, but just before he is
executed, h ~ sfather persuades him t o repent and ask God's mercy, and
when he d ~ e son the scaffold, a palr of angels are waiting t o hustle his
freshly-laundered soul straight t o Paradlse and eternal bliss. Contrast is
provlded by an eminently sober, u p r ~ g h t ,and plous man, who, however,
makes the awful mistake of thinking that God behaves reasonably; he is
tricked by the devil, who assumes the guise of an angel, evidently with
God's permission, and so at the end we see the sober gentleman's soul
wrapped in the eternal fires of Hell and cursing frantically the parents who
gave him life.
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indubitable statistics show that crime in Russia was greatly
reduced when Christianity was replaced by Communism, an
Ersatz-religon that specifically denies the possibility of survival
after death. In this country, associations for the promotion of
atheism like t o point t o the great contrast between professed
atheists, among w h o m crime is virtually unknow.1, and
prevalence of crimes of all kinds among professed Christians.
rhe contrast is usually explained on the grounds that the
atheists are a select group of superior education, intelligence,
and (usually) social standing, but it should be remembered that
statistics showing offences committed by Christians include
large numbers of Congoids, mulattos, sarnbos, mestizos, and
others who are racially predisposed t o crime among themselves
and are being strenuously incited t o crime against us. When one
has made the necessary deductions for other races, one
remembers that the white population includes Mediterraneans,
many of whom have large admixtures of Semitic and Hamitic
blood; they are notoriously more prone t o crime, especially
assassination and theft, than the Germanic peoples. It is almost
certain that statisticss limited t o Nordic Christians would show
as low an incidence of crime as can be found anywhere.
A valid study must, of course, be limited t o periods before
the present subversion of our civilization. It would be ak~surdt o
draw conclusions from the present state of affairs, after decades
during which the Federal and other governments have been
taxing and spending lavishly for the obvious (but unadmitted)
purpose o f stimulating vriminal activity and hastening the total
breakdown of civilized society. The crime rate is now increasing
a t the rate of about 12% a year, but this does not satisfy
impatient revolutionaries, who are clamoring for even more
oppressive taxation t o speed up the nation's suicide. In this
process, the Christian churches, under the impulsion of clerical
shysters who find in a "social gospel" an outlet for their
festering malice and blood-lust, are playing a very large part,
and it would be ridiculous for the majority of Christians t o
claim for their religion an influence conducive to a revival of
social morality.
If we look back t o eras in which the members of our race still
had countries of their own, we are left in doubt about the
degree of correlation betwc>en religious beliefs and civil
morality.

CONSO LA 7'10N
This is the aspect of religion most familiar and persuasive to
our contemporaries, and is often the only aspect that is present
in their minds. It requires little comment. It is a natural and
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logicalconsequence of the concept that a god or gods take an
interest in the individual and will, in a future life, suitably
reward or punish him for his conduct on earth.
This consolation may take many forms and is known even to
agnostics. It is Socrates' confidence that no evil can happen t o a
good man after death: if he ceases to exist, then obviously he
cannot suffer; if his consciousness survives death, the gods,
being just, will not permit avirtuous man to feel pain. And, odd
as it may seem t o some of us, the concept of cosmic justice may
give consolation even if the possibility of personal immortality
is categorically denied. In his Parerga, Schopenhauer said of
Anquetil Duperron's Latin translation of the principal
Upanlsads, "It has been the most rewarding and the most
elevating reading which (with the exception of the original text)
there can possibly be in the world. It has been the solace of my
life, and will be of my death." Perhaps someone should write an
essay on the religiosity of the irreligious.
I am not sure that the greatest consolation that Christianity
and comparable religions have given t o their votaries has not
been an assurance or a hope that the finality of death can be
transcended, not so much for ourselves as for those whom we
have loved and never love so much as in the awful moment
when we know that we can never again touch their responsive
hands or hear their voices. The examples are innumerable. One
has only t o read Evelyn's diaries t o imagine what utter despair
would have overcome him at the deaths of his children, had he
not believed, evidently with something approaching an absolute
certainty, that they had not ceased t o exist. One thinks of
Bishop Henry King's Exequy for his wife: "Stay for me there: I
will not fail/ To meet thee in that hollow vale. . . But hark! My
pulse, like a soft drum,/ Beats my approach, tells thee I come."
One could quote endlessly. And it is the same concept that
alone saves from absurdity a romantic poet's pledge t o his
mistress "Of a love that shall not die/ Till the sun grows cold,/
And the stars are old,/ And the leaves of the Judgement Book
unfold!" .-I hope of an afterlife has so entered into the dreams
of our race that even an atheist, who has renounced the hope,
may yet find consolation in the thought that "men shall speak
of me in aftertime."
But little less potent has been the power of religion t o deliver
men from the terrible loneliness of their mortal existence. Few
indeed can muster the awful courage and iron pride of Byron's
Manfred, who spumed the spirit world with the vaunt, "I'll die
as I have lived, alone." So great is the human need for
companionship that lonely children commonly converse with
playmates whom they have imagned so vividly they believe
them real, although invisible t o adults. And when our pathetic
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hope of an enduring comradeship with a man or woman fails us,
Ne turn in our loneliness t o the unseen gods.
There. is, however, an even deeper motivation. The
sentimentalism about childhood as the "happiest time of life"
depends partly on oblivion of the tears shed and the pain felt in
one's childhood, but it springs from a fond recollection of the
happy era in which we had t o make no important decisions for
ourselves. Parents fed, clothed, and educated us; mothers wiped
away tears with caresses and soothed pains with drugs and
affection; fathers made of the home a citadel of safety in a world
that even children sense as hostile. From that lost Eden we
were thrust out into a world in which we have t o make our own
way against ruthless competition, treachery, and malice, and
our life is shaped by chance and the decisions we must make,
often blindly, about a future that is beyond rational prediction.
Adults who cannot dispense with the spiritual comfort of
childhood find consolation in belief in a paternal deity who,
seated in the clouds, watches over us, will rescue us from great
perils, and will in the end see that we are suitably rewarded for
all our tribulations, just as our fathers rewarded us when we
deserved commendation. He will even restore t o our ghosts the
security we knew as children and give us a celestial home in
which we shall never have t o worry again or decide anything for
ourselves. A Heavenly Father has given t o many men, especially
the weak, the timorous, the failures, and the misfortuned, a
solace without which their lives would have become intolerable.
Even the sternest materialist feels compunction when he
perceives that it is not kind t o take from the halt their spiritual
crutch and t o take from the unfortunate the hope that is their
only consolation.
To women, who are naturally far more inclined t o religion
than men, the supernatural surrogate seems t o serve a different
function. Years ago, I knew a learned and sagacious bishop, who
observed that in every congregation there are always two
r e l i ~ o n s ,since the two sexes have in their inner consciousness
conceptions of their deity so different as to be reciprocally
unintelligible or, at least, unacceptable. Men bargain with their
god and think of serving him as they would a superior officer in
an army or a trustworthy political leader; women seek from
their deity affection and sympathetic understanding. It is
perhaps rash for a male t o attempt t o characterize feminine
religiosity, but it is noteworthy that there is a clear ethnir
diversity in the attitude of women. Women of Mediterranean
stock direct their devotion t o the Virgin Mary, evidently in the
belief that she, being female, can understand their distress and
failings, and can sympathize with their sorrows, whether erotic
or maternal in origin. Nordic women are more likely t o turn t o
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Jesus, an ideal male, whose masculinity offers, a t least in
tenderness and fidelity, compensation for their inevitable
disappointment in their husbands. A prominent attorney has
observed that in Protestant churches, when women are given
their choice of a hymn, their favorite is one that affirms of
Jesus that "he walks with me, and he talks with me, and he tells
me I am his own." There is obviously a sexual element in
women's religiosity (wouldn't i t be amazing if there were not!),
but one that need not be crudely exaggerated.
Long ago, when I was a youngster in high school and amused
myself by watching the performances of the holy men and holy
women who abound in southern California, I met in one of the
Salvation-emporia a rather attractive young widow. She was a
fairly intelligent young woman in her late twenties, not
uneducated; she had invested prudently the proceeds of the
insurance carried by her 'late husband, an engineer who had
been killed accidentally while trying t o adjust one of his
machines; and she could drive her automobile successfully in
the cut-throat traffic of downtown Los Angeles. She was,
however, firmly convinced that Jesus came t o see her every
night when she was in bed, and his affection was the great
consolation of her life. It would be easy t o explain sexually the
young lady's naive faith, but honi soit qui ma1 y pense. She was
entirely unaware of it. I will not affirm that an unscrupulous
man with a priestly talent for hypocrisy could not have become
J e s ~ s ' s ' u n d e r s t u d ~but
, I am inclined t o doubt it. When asked
whether Jesus could simultaneously visit the other women who
doubtless desired his company at the same hour, the young lady
saw the problem but could only say that that was one of the
"great mysteries." And it would have been cruel indeed t o
deprive her of her consolation.
Religiosity may also be one of the great mysteries of the
human psyche, both male and female. We are the product of
more than the million years of biological evolution that separate
us from anthropoid ancestors, and parts of us antedate even the
origin of mammals. As is now known, our brain is formed of
three layers. I t s base or "neural chassis" is reptilian, retaining
the functions it had before mammalian life was made possible
by the superimposition of the limbic system, which governs
emot~onsand the perceptions by which mammals determine
what is safe and what is dangerous; and on the two lower brains
has been superimposed the neocortex, which makes possible
language and reason--and which, t o the fury of egalitarians, is
fully developed only in the higher races, in whom it could, no
doubt, be further developed, if they were willing t o exercise its
ratiocinative powers instead of subjecting i t t o mammalian
emotions.
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All mammals live in a world that would be utterly mysterious
t o them if they could make an effort t o understand it: their
lives are a perpetual tension between appetite and fear, and
their survival depends on instinctive or acquired knowledge of
what they must fear. Most have learned t o placate superior
members of their own species; dogs have even learned t o placate
a superior and potentially beneficent species, their gods.
Almost the whole of our history a f t e r we became human was
still mammalian, governed by the limbic system, which feared
or sought t o propitiate forces which the neocortex could
identify but could not yet understand. Only for a very few
thousand y e a r s s a y twenty, a t most-has the world very
gradually ceased t o be for our species an impenetrable and
incomprehensible mystery, beginning with the rudimentary
perception of some relationships of cause and effect, most of
which, by the way, were beyond the capacity of the lowest of
extant races, the Australoids. Only very recently has the
neocortex of our race achieved a partial and incomplete
perception of physical reality. We still fear thunderstorms and
earthquakes, but we know their causes and know they cannot
be propitiated. The neocortex has driven the gods from the
material world, leaving the mammalian brain bereft of all that it
learned t o fear and propitiate through a thousand millennia.For
the grandiose phenomena of hurricanes and epidemic plagues,
the mysteries of the human psyche are a feeble and undramatic
substitute, and even of these, the neocortex may deny a large
part t o the frustrated limbic system, whose instincts cultivated
persons may often appease with imaginative literature, music,
and art, solaces which are beyond the resources of the great
majority, including, we should remember, some persons who
have received extensive technological training.
There remains before us an extremely urgent question which
it would require great presumption t o answer. Is religiosity an
essential part of the psyche of our race as a t present
constituted? (You may, of course, dream of any future that
pleases you, and your neocortex will supply arguments why i t
is likely o r destined.) Can our race, the persons now living and
their immediate offspring, survive without the spiritual consolation of a unifying religon? And if not, is it conceivable that we
could rival the Jews by evolving now a racial religon which,
even if divested of belief in supernatural beings, would
nonetheless give t o individuals an indispensable spiritual
consolation and the will t o survive as a species in the hostile
world that now surrounds us on the esuth, on this little pebble
lost in the dark infinity of space and time?

